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Psychological Monographs,75 14 , Whole No. We are also interested to know which facilities are required to
do each job, order of jobs and time of operation. The teacher can scaffold the subject matter, so that as the
tasks grow more complex and difficult the students will have more resources and insight to draw upon in order
that they meet the challenge successfully. Handbook of Procedures for the Design of Instruction. As a result,
the order in which material is presented; that is, lesson sequencing, can be planned as well. Google Scholar
Even, S. When material is carefully sequenced, duplication is far less likely. That was perfect! So ultimate
objective is to know or decide job sequence and what's the due date for each job. Validatinga priori
instructional hierarchies. In a lock-step course, additional instruction, reading assignments, or study halls may
be required to keep the slower learners on pace with the other learners. Google Scholar Edney, P. Lesson
sequencing has some additional benefits as well; for example, if the class progresses through the material more
quickly than anticipated, the teacher will be able to move on to more advanced tasks very readily since they
have already been planned. Its premise is that, for every sequence, a value temed thememory load can be
calculated which is theoretically related to the probability that students will fail to recall prerequisite
objectives. What is Sequencing and Why is it Important? Download preview PDF. Facilitates scaffolding:
Clear end goals and sequenced lessons allow teachers to anticipate difficulties and problem areas. And,
perhaps most apparent, sequence is integral to history, where recognizing the effect of past events is essential
to understanding what happened after and why. Instructional Science, 3, â€” This is a preview of subscription
content, log in to check access. Sequencing and Structuring Learning Activities in Instructional Design The
last step in the design phase is to determine the sequence and structure of the material to ensure the learning
objectives are met. Many other variables will affect the progression and productivity of the learners. Google
Scholar Heines, J. Is the lesson sequencing leading the students toward Using It and Proving It activities and
then helping them through those activities? Instructional Science, 13, â€” Google Scholar Wollmer, R. Some
will have extensive experience, while others are somewhat limited. Some of the techniques and considerations
used in sequencing are: Job Performance Order: The learning sequence is the same as the job sequence.
Well-organized and properly sequenced lesson plans allow for a smother functioning classroom; classroom
disruptions are minimized, the stress on the teacher is reduced and the learning environment is optimized for
the students. A teacher who sequences lessons will know in advance what will be covered in a particular
lesson. To account for this decay factor, reinforcement loops must be built into the instructional process.
Google Scholar Pask, G. Google Scholar Briggs, L. The decay factor also has to be considered once the
learner graduates from the program. Teachers are obliged to plan; that is, to prepare for what is expected to
happen in the class during school hours.


